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Coaches’ Player Performance Goals for Majors 

Rules and Fundamentals 

 Expands on fundamentals of Minors. 

 Correctly identifies bases and all baseball defensive positions. 

 Can make a defensive out, fielder’s choice and tag plays. 

 Understands infield fly rule and when to ‘tag up’.  

 Understands batting count and practices situational hitting. 

 Understands obstruction and interference.  

 Understands 9 player batting lineups and player substitution requirements. 

 Older players to offer mentoring for younger and less experienced players 
 
Fielding 

 Catches thrown balls using glove properly, both backhanded and forehanded. 

 Fields ground balls in front of the body. 

 Uses proper throwing motion and 4 seam grip. 

 Throws with confidence with moderate accuracy and velocity. 

 Consistently apply tags. 

 Perform double play drills and execute during game situations.   

 Improve rundown techniques of pickles and rundowns to 2 throws max. 

 Shortstop and 2nd Base – footwork around bags.  

 Work more on range and communication.  

 Add bunt coverage.  

 More outfield accuracy with cut-offs and relays.  

 Generates momentum toward target after fielding the ball. 

 Better 1st and 3rd defense with pitchers. 

 Demonstrates position specific defensive skills (e.g., drop step at second base, stretch and scoop 
at first base). 

 First Basemen-find bag-throwing side foot on edge of bag. Give good target. 

 Outfielders-Drop step; cross over step; run on toes so head doesn’t bounce. 

 Cutoffs and Communication-calling for fly balls-who takes control. 

 Become a student of the defensive game. 
 

Batting 

 Uses proper athletic batting stance. 

 Identifies balls and strikes and dimensions of strike zone. 

 Consistently makes contact and can situational hit. 

 Consistently looks to 3rd base coach for signals and instruction. 

 All field hitting.  

 Better bat control and strike zone knowledge.  

 Initiates swing with a “negative move”.  Load-Must go back to go forward. 

 Hits a soft tossed as well as pitched ball and with authority. 

 Bunt technique & bunt placement to 1st or 3rd base line. 

 Bat for power, bat for contact. 

 Advances to correct base as a batter when ball is put into play. 
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Base Running 

 Advances to correct base as base runner when ball is in play. 

 Understands freeze on line drive and tag on fly ball. 

 Runs through 1st base on ground ball and look to right for errant throw. 

 Rounds 1st base on extra base hit. 

 Contact front of bag at 1st and inside of bag on 2nd and 3rd 

 Looks and listens to 1st and 3rd base coaches for instruction on batted ball. 

 Looks to get lead after pitch.  

 Ball awareness; takes extra base on past ball or overthrows. 

 Proper sliding technique and back to base.  
 
 
Pitching 

 Works on control of pitches.  

 Works on pitching mechanics.  

 Work on mental toughness.  

 Work with coach on pitch calling and strategies.  

 Communication with the catcher. 

 Can throw situational strikes and off speed pitches.  

 Covers 1st base on plays to right side.  
 

Catching 

 Work on more accurate throwing.  

 Work on blocking drills, come up ready to throw.  

 Take more control and call of the game.  

 Work on framing pitches, both strikes and pitches out of the zone. 

 Understand dropped third strike. 

 Can solely and properly adhere and safely wear catching equipment. 

 Blocks home plate when applying tag. 

 Discards facemask and turns back to home plate when catching pop ups. 

 Catchers-good squat; good target; pop to throw. 
 

 


